






Friction-Free Release Model: MagnumSpike! (Silic■ne-sleeve retain-release) 

Ultimate MagnumSpike! (Pin-shearretai■-release)

Convenient Deployable Lengths in Both Polymer Hard Case or 
Ballistic Nylon Soft Case (Wrap & Roll) 

Polymer Hard Case Soft Ballistic Nylon Case Wrap & Roll 
in 10' and 25' deployable lengths in 12' and 16' deployable lengths 

There's no need to buy different size units to stop 
different size vehicles. Both the MS and the UMS 
models are offered in various deployed lengths to 
meet the different requirements of Law Enforce-

ment Agencies and the Department of Defense. 

7/8" .-- 

The MagnumClaw! 
The pocket-size MagnumClaw! placed under the tire of a suspect vehicle pulled over 
for questioning deflates the tire if it moves. The disposable unit totally deflates tires 

and prevents high speed chases.

Of course we'd love to answer any questions you may have, too. 

Tel: (262) 784-2732
E-mail: tdd@magnumspike.com

The ULTIMATE MagnumSpike!

With all the same exceptional features found on the original 
MagnumSpike! Plus - a friction-free spike release that facilitates 

the smooth release of spikes into the tire, making it ... 

Today's safest tire deflation system on the market! 

The pins hold che suspended spikes firmly in place releasing only 
those spikes that are run over preventing loss of additional spikes from 
the system. The Ultimate MagnumSpike! is the only answer to 21st 

century tire technology. 
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Spike is 
secured and 
suspended 
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Fig. 8. 
Spike is 
pushed down 
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over it. 

Fig. C. 
Sheared pin(s) 
releases 
spikt(s) into 
the tire(s) that 
runs over it. 
Other spikes 
stay secur1. 

SIZE is not everything ... 

... but it sure counts! 

With ,he 
Magn mnSpikel paten tcd 
choke-proof desi gn you're: 

assured of stopping 
everything from sub-com
pacts co 18 wheelers. And 

they can't run and hide 
even on "run-flat" or self
sealing tires - because chc 

Magnum Spike� 2.5" 
chrcc--corncrcd spike 
penetrates far dccpcr 

I 
without getting dogged -

Shown act11I siza making every hit a 

I 
successful stop. 
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fl ! the spike: siz.c, bur a.lso 
i; -� superior design makes 

f OS the difference. 
MagmunSpikel Ls 
your ulcirnacc: solmion -
guaranteed to stop 
them all! 





Phoenix International, Ltd.
20860 Heather View Drive
Brookfield, WI 53045-4528

Tel: (262) 784-2732
Fax: (262) 784-7946

Email: tdd@magnumspike.com
www.magnumspike.com




